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GOLD Price Behavior: GOLD Price Behavior: 

Whether you are new to trading or have been trading for years it’s all too tempting to place the 

entirety of your trust in graphs, charts, and software. If only by such purchasing trading templates and 

computer programs then everyone will become gainers and there will be no losers in the markets. Nor 

we cannot give surety upon following profitable trading system rigorously to become a successful 

trader or investor.  

 

Yes, if all above efforts are futile then what are the habits that make you a successful trader or 

investor into these markets? Developing discipline and patience require with profitable trading system 

to become a leading and successful trader or investor in these market. 

 

Since 2008, Hype in gold price behavior is the hot issue, which really gives a first sense that global 

economies are not good. The economic condition and gold price have inverse relationship. But this 

does not mean if global economies are under performing or recovering at the slow pace than price of 

the gold has to create hype in the market on providing reasons of bad economies without having 

retracements and corrections in the market. This concept is totally a violation of Neutron law and 

Natural phenomena of time and human behavior. It should perform in normal manners as like other 

markets perform. 

 

If we focus on fundamentals of the Gold then I have to agree upon that it is the best hedging 

commodity against any currency of the world irrespective of whether country is producer of the gold 

or not. Currency devalues due to many obstacles. One of the biggest cause is inflation. Inflation 

creates through many factors essentially when currency devalues it affects the purchasing power of 

the nation. You might wonder that hype in the gold price eventually creates inflation in the world as 

well. To cater inflation there are many systems but few countries those who stand in the row of 

developing countries implement restrictive monetary policy i.e. increasing discount rate policy. 

Whereas, others have chosen increasing gold reserves policy for making their Forex reserves 

equivalent to 70% and 75%. In my opinion when everyone is following interest rate and floating 

currency system then each country have to protect their currency though both tools i.e. increase in 

interest rates and reserves gold which I believe they never implemented both simultaneously for the 

sake of their own objectives. Anyway it’s a long debate it requires time and facts figures. 

Implementing both tools has certain advantages and disadvantages which deviates from country to 

country.  
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Major countries which have influence on the Gold price: 

 US economy condition 

     US need to rise in interest rates to protect their currency for regaining purchasing power of his    

nation. This action will give major relief to gold price in the world. 

 European countries economies. (Among them major countries are Germany & France) 

 China 

 Switzerland & Russia 

 

Major Consumers of the Gold: 

 China 

 India 

 

Major Producers of the Gold: 

 Canada 

 China 

 Australia 

 South Africa 

For discussing in details need authentic sources. 

Market demand and supply dynamics of the price behavior has been changed since years 2006 and 

2008. The Oil and Gold ratio which was assumed oversold in early 2006 between 2 and 10 has now 

inched up to 10 and 18. The overbought condition trading 20 and 30 persists. This behavior has been 

changed due to global economic conditions. When we use term corrections then it means that if price 

has performed well on upside then it has to come down or fall sharply and should not move up until 

complete corrective cycle in few days or weeks or months for maturing downward goals. Intraday 

declines are not called as correction in the pattern nor uses for setting upside or down side goals for 

short, medium and long terms future prices. These declines are called price adjustments in intraday 

charts. In previous trading sessions the same situation appeared in the price pattern under which 

price had adjusted on intraday basis and move ahead. Likewise in these days where price have only 

upside goals without having major or minor corrections in the pattern is an intimation or warning for 

major or minor reversal ahead. These types of hypes and behavior usually observed in those markets 

when there were distribution intact and secondary strength moving the price in same direction which 

indicate not good omen for coming periods.  
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Major corrections or falls in the price patterns are not volatilities. It usually appears when market is 

making top or bottom or this term we use when script of price is trading equals to or above $100 

under which price makes High and low or volatile atleast for $4 a day.  
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Date Close Price ROC % CAGR

12/29/2000 272.50 -5.71 -3.58

12/31/2001 279.20 2.46 -2.35

12/31/2002 348.05 24.66 0.44

12/31/2003 415.08 19.26 0.62

12/31/2004 438.25 5.58 1.35

12/30/2005 516.78 17.92 2.93

12/29/2006 636.19 23.11 5.63

12/31/2007 833.20 30.97 11.16

12/31/2008 879.18 5.52 11.79

12/31/2009 1095.05 24.55 14.25

12/31/2010 1420.75 29.74 17.95

8/19/2011 1852.10 30.36 20.83  

In 2010 the price closed at $1420.75 at rate of change (price roc) 29.74% increase as 

compared to previous year 2009. The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) was at 17.95% 

which translates 2011 price upto $1675. Recent price seems overvalued trading at 1852 

through both angles as in above tabular form ROC% and CAGR are trading higher than 

previous 2010.    
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Trading Strategy under these scenarios: 

Currently the market is trading in extreme overbought condition which needs correction in the price 

pattern. Therefore,  

For buying side players they have to be cautious! OR buying price chasers should have to use 

protective stop level at previous day low price and square their trading positions on daily basis.  

And for selling side players have an opportunity to develop sell side portfolio on every new high of 

the price.         
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LEGAL NOTE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY COMPLETE ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBERS, FAX, WEBSITE ADDRESS & EMAIL ADDRESS . 

CORPORATE OFFICE ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBERS, FAX & EMAIL ADDRESS. 

BRANCH OFFICES ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBERS,FAX & EMAIL ADDRESS. 

 

MANAGEMENT TEAM MEMBER NAMES, DIRECT NUMBERS & CELL PHONE NUMBERS: 

[CEO,DIRECTORS AND HEAD OF DEPARTMENTS] 

RESEARCH TEAM MEMBERS NAMES & DIRECT NUMBERS: 

TRADING TEAM MEMBERS NAMES & DIRECT NUMBERS : 

ADMINISTRATION & ACCOUNTS TEAM MEMBERS NAMES & DIRECT NUMBERS 
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